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Send your thoughts, questions, and suggestions for future column topics to

who work under them. If possible, create individualized deadlines that meet people where they are.

We also suggest flexibility on the part of those in power. Faculty members and university

administrators should think about changing their expectations for students, postdocs, and others

projects and responsibilities; then look that list over and identify what items can be either pushed

back or dropped.

You can and cannot accomplish during this tumultuous time. Consider making a list of all your

Cameras on Zoom calls, and offer frequent check-ins to let them know you are there to support

We have also seen that parents with more flexible jobs are helping their kids

with canceled vacations, lack of child care, the illnesses and death of people close to us, and the

biggest coronavirus challenge

anxiety. June and her colleague recently described the escalating mental health crisis as the

Others have suddenly retracted in-person plans, moving to fully online courses as coronavirus

welcoming students back to campus with detailed COVID-19 testing and prevention guidelines.

Academia needs a reality check: Life is not back to

normal
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